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trade ? Economic nationalism had bitten too deep into the minds
and purposes of the peoples of the world for it to be cast out until
there had been some mitigation of its causes—political antagonisms,
uneconomic international debt, local unemployment, the general
difficulties of industry—which were themselves, in turn, largely the
product of economic nationalism.
(e) war debts
In January 1933 His Majesty's Government accepted the invitation
proffered by Mr. Stimson, the American Secretary of State, 'to send
a representative or representatives to Washington as soon as possible
after the 4th March to discuss the American debt question', and to
exchange views with the incoming President on other world economic
problems. The banking crisis in the United States, and her subse-
quent abandonment of gold, brought different issues to the front
when Mr. MacDonald paid his visit to Mr. Roosevelt in April, but
the British delegation were nevertheless determined that War Debts
should be amply discussed. On the 25th April the following joint
statement was issued by the President and the Prime Minister:
During the day the Prime Minister and the President have discussed
the problems of the debt of the British Government to the United States
Government. Both have faced the realities and the obligations, and
both believe that as a result there is laid the basis of a clearer under-
standing of the situation affecting the two nations. It would be wholly
misleading to intimate that any plan or any settlement is under way.
It is the simple truth that, thus far, only preliminary explorations of
many different routes have commenced. The point to be emphasized
is that with the most friendly spirit progress is being made. After the
Prime Minister's departure these conversations can well continue in
London and Washington.
When Mr. MacDonald left Washington the following day, Sir
Frederick Leith-Ross stayed behind to discuss the War Debt
problem. No announcement was made about the outcome of these
negotiations, but it was widely hoped that as a result Mr. Roosevelt
would recommend to Congress a measure of at least temporary relief,
pending a comprehensive settlement. No such move, however, was
made, and on the 9th June the Secretary of the Treasury notified
the British Ambassador that an instalment was due six days later.
The reply of His Majesty's Government took the form of a long note,1
dated the 13th June, in which they recalled the attitude that they
1 The correspondence was published as the British White Paper, Cmd. 4353
of 1933.

